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Major development at present is the merger of FMC with SEBI as this will make regulation 
better and SEBI will be able to expand the scope of commodity trading, Ms Barnali 
Mukherjee, CGM, SEBI. 
 
In the Capital Market Summit organized by the Indian Chamber of Commerce in Kolkata today, Ms 

Barnali Mukherjee, CGM, SEBI stated India is projected to grow at 7.6% in 2016-17 and 2017-18 as per 

IMF. However, no matter how good the statistics appear now, factors like negative interest rates, 

BREXIT, the transition of Trump administration, forthcoming Italian constitutional referendum etc. will 

have an effect on the economy. Nevertheless she was of the opinion that demonetization will have no 

effect on the securities market as has already been reflected in the absence of any payment delays so 

far. She mentioned of the reforms undertaken by SEBI that has led to the improvement of the equities 

market, like LODR, fast track route, reclassification of promoters, system driven disclosure, e-IPO (that 
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has reduced the listing time to 6 days), and introduction of institutionalized trading platform for 

startups. Additionally, she stated that as primary market becomes liquid, secondary market will catch 

up. With regard to the corporate bond market, she mentioned of reforms brought about like 

implementation of R.H. Patil committee recommendations, establishment of trading platforms that has 

seen 119 crore issuances coming in, consolidation reissuance, direct investment by Foreign Portfolio 

Investments (FPIs), and introduction of municipal bonds (to reduce debt burden on grants given by the 

government). Ms Mukherjee applauded the merger of Forward Markets Commission or FMC with SEBI 

as it will allow for commodity markets to be better regulated, with more stringent processes thereby 

evoking greater confidence. She stated that SEBI has been continuously coming up with new regulations 

and amendments like those for the infrastructure investment trusts (InvITs) and real estate investment 

trusts (REITs) to allow FPIs to directly trade in debt markets.  

 

 

Mr. Samar Banwat, Executive Vice-President, National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL), spoke of 

the consolidated account statement introduced and how it has improved. He also mentioned that last 

month certain new features were added so that investors can understand his position and diversify his 

portfolio to maximize returns. He said that the option of issuer companies to offer a choice of e-voting 

to shareholders has been made mandatory. Having said that, he also urged for allowing the general 

meeting of the issuer companies, to be made visible to the investors through investor login. Also, 

mentioning of the initiatives by NSDL he stated that nominations for demat accounts has now been 

increased from one to multiple which is an encouraging step in attracting investors. With respect to 

corporate bonds, a trade repository has been created as they are mainly traded OTC and cannot be 

traded online. He applauded the government’s initiatives in introducing sovereign gold bonds that is a 

part of the mechanism of diversification of portfolios for investors. He concluded that measures should 

be undertaken to assist investors in investing in foreign securities, keeping in mind the cost aspect as 

well.  

 

Mr. Khushro Bulsara, Senior GM, Listing Compliance & Legal Regulatory, BSE Limited stated that it is 

important to look into the past and work on mechanisms that could foster the market. He mentioned of 

few of the initiatives undertaken by BSE Ltd. for ensuring a safe market. These include compulsory 

delisting of listed companies that were suspended long ago-to bring in transparency, revision of 

derivatives contract size from INR 2 lacs to INR 5 lacs, introduction of periodic price bands (weekly, 

monthly, quarterly, half- yearly and yearly) so as to avoid hassles from manipulators, and  establishment 

of various checks like self-trade prevention check, prevention of opposite transaction through pan 

number entry, price reasonability check (so that prices of derivatives do not go beyond certain limits, to 

contain fat finger trade). Additionally, he mentioned of favorable steps taken like encouragement of 

efficient corporate governance, bringing in global reporting standards to ensure uniform and safe 

reporting, introduction of a self evaluation tool named the corporate governance scorecard, and launch 
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of electronic trading platform for private placements. Lastly, he stated that investor education funds 

should be developed and that proper investor education is the need of the hour. 

 

Mr. Nagendra Kumar, Chief Business Officer, National Stock Exchange of India Limited was of the 

opinion that over the last two decades the Indian capital market has moved from equity to multi asset 

class model and this has been possible because of sophisticated technological utilization, improvement 

in the risk management system and laudable initiatives by the regulatory body. With respect to 

reformation and retrospection he said that any radical change brings in discomfort and capital market is 

no exception to that. Thus any change will create short term discomfort but in the long run will lead to 

development. He pointed out that not just financial literacy but also investor awareness programs are 

the need of the hour. This will not only promote exchanges but also enhance the safety net of 

investments. Mentioning of the corporate bond market challenges, Mr. Kumar stated that enough 

efforts are required for this market from the diversification point of view. He concluded that market 

dynamics have changed and volatility is no more considered to be extraordinary.  

 

Mr. Swatantra K Rustagi, President, Association of National Exchanges Members of India (ANMI) spoke 

of the problems faced by the Indian investors and capital market in general. He said that the cost of 

transactions have soared high and is a much big repellent for this market as other modes of investment 

like banking involves zero transaction costs. So reducing transaction costs is the need of the hour. 

Moreover, with respect to KYC, he stated that the current situation is such that the 2.75 crores database 

has to be redone in 45 days time period which is no wonder a herculean task and given the current 

infrastructure, the credibility of the timely completion of the task remains a question. He also pointed 

out that with the enhanced supervision mechanism in place, the broking business is no longer a service 

to the clients but have transformed into services to the regulators. He suggested that there should be a 

wall between the proprietary trading and proprietary client trading. Mr. Rustagi also said that the way 

compliance is going, the associated cost is eating away the profit. With regard to penalties, he stated 

that clerical mistakes should not be the criteria for attracting penalties in the capital market. Instead, 

market abuse should be the ideal criteria. He concluded saying that risk is injecting into the market and 

that peers are moving out to other areas. Thus effective risk management system is required; once the 

intermediaries sustain, investors will also sustain. 

 

Mr. Kalyan Kar, Expert Committee, Chairman Education & Skills, Co Founder & MD, Infinity Knowledge 

Ventures Private Limited praised the growth of the Indian capital market and initiatives taken up by 

regulatory body SEBI. He stated that going ahead both SEBI and retail participants should be active in 

spreading market insight more and assist investors in planning their finances and comprehending the 

markets. Mentioning the current demonetization scenario he stated that although there might be short 
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term liquidity crunch, with the banking system and cash rotation normalizing, a sharp pull back can be 

expected in stock market.   

 

 

Mr. Souvik Banerjee, Additional Director, ICC delivered the formal Vote of Thanks. 
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